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INTRODUCTION

been made over the last few years to transform cultural
products into “private property” cannot only be associated
with the material dimensions of public spaces; cultural
products can easily be exchanged and distributed via the
Internet. Paradoxically, these possibilities have been made
more difficult due to increased regulation and copyright
control. Our work with Swop Projects reflects an interest in
developing non-commercial methods for the distribution of
goods and services and the exchange of information.
In line with the project’s notions on Open Source and
of recycling, we also chose to reproduce texts that were
previously published within the scope of the project.

“We can see the emergence of those antagonisms
in the context of the dissolution of all the social
relations based on hierarchy, and that, of course,
is linked to the development of capitalism, which
destroys all those social relations and replaces them
with commodity relations. So it is with the development of capitalism that those forms of subordination
can emerge as antagonisms. The relations may have
existed previously, but they could not emerge as
antagonisms before capitalism.”
— Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and New Political Subjects:
Toward a New Concept of Democracy, 1988.

The objective of this book is to present Swop Projects and
some of the initiatives and projects we conducted within
this framework. Apart from the material, documentation
and concrete output, the book also includes three texts
commissioned from authors to give an idea of the contexts
in which the various projects operated. As a backdrop,
we chose to include a text by writer and researcher Kolya
Abramsky, which outlines the political and economical
climate. We asked Emily Pethick, director of CASCO at the
time, to contribute a text on how to build relationships
around an art institution by collaborating with artists.
We also asked freelance curator Katarina Stenbeck to contextualize the project from a contemporary art perspective.

Swop Projects (2003–2007) was a long-term art and research
project that functioned as a platform for the production and
dissemination of material and ideas dealing with contemporary political, economic and social debate. We initiated
the project as an attempt to cross national and academic
boundaries and collect a variety of voices and opinions
with the intention of visualizing models that linked economic
and environmental concerns. Together with professionals
with a similar focus we wanted to analyse inequalities
regarding the uneven access to power, to global flows of
resources and information and to explore models that challenge these conditions.

To us, the work of developing alternative strategies and
micro-models is a collective effort involving individuals from
various groups and local communities. In order to understand local contexts and, not least, to be able to imagine
alternative destinations, we have operated within an international network. We started in Copenhagen and around
Denmark. The project then brought us further afield to
cities in Europe and beyond. We met people and visited
local communities whose relationship to contemporary
culture is based on ideas of co-operation, collectivism and
social diversity in the local environment.

We initiated a dialogue on informal economies and systems
based on open source and participatory thinking in a space
we occupied at the time – a storefront at Frederiksberg,
Copenhagen. The programme comprised a series of open
talks and discussions featuring artists, economists and
activists. As a result of these encounters, we established a
research archive at our premises and online that contained
interviews with the people we had met, i.e. groups and
individuals whose work is based on ideas of generosity,
local currencies and ways of organising sustainable systems.
Swop Projects has since developed into a number of initiatives
that include an experimental alternative exchange currency
in the Hidden Flow Exchange Project; the distribution of the
free newspaper Gratis; the Give Away Shop, which highlights
gift economies; and Give Away in Circulation, a project that
collects and disseminates ideas about circulation and open
source systems. The Swop Archive continued to develop
throughout the Swop Projects period. It now consists of
interviews made in various contexts, some excerpts of which
are reproduced in this book. The projects are presented in
a chronological order, starting with a number of works that
became the starting point of Swop Projects and that were
carried out prior to the launch.

During the years we spent on Swop Projects we learned a lot,
both personally and professionally, through meeting people
who inspired us, presented us with ideas and who generously
shared their knowledge and experience. We hope that we,
through this book, can communicate the views of a political
and artistic sphere as well as share some of the critical
and diverse ideas that we have had the privilege to come
across during the course of our work. We hope to inspire
others and to arouse the readers’ curiosity in the same way
as our own curiosity was kindled.
— Andrea Creutz and Lise Skou.

Several of the projects are concerned with a reaction to
the fact that the public sphere, perceived as an open arena
for cultural exchange, is shrinking. The attempts that have

<—
February 15, 2003. An anti-war rally in New York City
just before the invasion of Iraq.
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A rally against the Special Registration Program in front of
the Federal Plaza Building, March 2003. In the aftermath of
9/11, the US Government implemented special programmes
as a measure against terrorism. Policies such as the USA
Patriot Act and the Special Registration Program have targeted
Arabs, South Asians and Muslims in America. The Special
Registration Program required that all male US residents over
the age of 16 who were citizens of any of the 25 countries
listed (24 of which were predominantly Muslim) were required
to register at the Immigration and Naturalization Services office.
Thousands of immigrants who dutifully registered were
detained and/or deported without explanation, reminiscent
of the internment of 110,000 Japanese Americans without
trial or hearing during World War II.
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Stills from the two channel video Selected,
duration 10 minutes, 2003.
Our interest in the Special Registration
Program became the point of departure for
our project Selected. In the following year,
we focused on how political decisions are re
presented, and how they affect and alter our
psyche. Selected shed light on the escalating
level of control and surveillance imposed by
the authorities. It focused on themes such
as the construction of a climate of fear,
otherness/the enemy and myths concerning
cultural inferiority/superiority. The project
reflected on systems in which the “other”
is marginalised and made to disappear
in the interest of control and cohesion.
In January 2003, we were arrested for
filming the exterior of the Federal Building
in New York City. It was not realised that we
had also been shooting inside the building.
Our decision to do this was based on a wish
to reverse the roles – i.e. to register the
inside of a building in which thousands
of people are registered on a daily basis.

The Federal Plaza Building where the Special Registration Program was carried out in March 2003.
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I leave my apartment and walk down the street. I pass through a multi-storey
car park and walk from there directly into the shopping mall. I pass by a
number of large billboards nicely mounted behind glass like showcases.
The billboards are filled with beautiful bodies – most of them women.
I leave the mall through a long, narrow gallery, crossing the road that leads
the cars into the multi-storey car park. I cross the tracks that cut across
this area and transport people from north to south. I continue underneath
a viaduct; past a number of larger office blocks. My own image is reflected
in their glass facades. I cross a public plaza that has lost its social function.
In front of me I see another multi-storey car park with 7 floors. The subway
is located below. I enter the building, and go down the escalator to the train.
On my daily route from my home to New York City I move through ’closed’,
pre-defined spaces that I can’t occupy. In order to gain access I have to
perform a certain act. Certain behaviour patterns seem to be assumed by
the people who move around here.
The area described is in downtown Jersey City in New Jersey, adjacent to
the Hudson River. Across the river is Manhattan, New York City. The area
was built over a period of ten years as a so-called ’Business Improvement
District’ in an attempt to attract substantial capital from Manhattan.
The shopping mall came first. It was built on a field where the neighbourhood
youth used to play.
Andrea Creutz and Lise Skou, New York, February 2003.
Image and text excerpt from a billboard poster made for www.women2003.dk,
a project that was curated by Hanne Lise Thomsen and took place in the
cityscape of Copenhagen, 2003.

—>
The text Som fisk ikke ser vandet... /The way fish do not see water...
was reproduced from City Rumble – Kunst, Intervention og Kritisk Offentlighed/Art, Intervention and Critical Publicity released by Overgaden – Institut
for Samtidskunst/The Overgaden Institute for Contemporary Art, 2005.
Edited by Mikkel Bolt & Karin Hindsbo. Published by Politisk Revy.
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SWOP
ARCHIVES
“We talk about producing waste, or garbage, when we
throw things away, but in reality only a very small part
of the garbage comes from the consumers, most of
it is generated by the producers. A car, for example,
is “carrying” an ecological burden of 25 tonnes, a
gold ring 2.9 tonnes and an ordinary stapler 4 kilos.
Industrial manufacturing processes and the resulting pollution is now more often based in the southern
hemisphere, and because of this it’s completely invisible to us here in Europe. When communism broke
down Margaret Thatcher said: ’My child’s name is TINA
– There Is No Alternative.’ Now there are a number of
groups, primarily in Germany and India, that work with
subsistence economies in modern societies. They are
instead saying ’SITA – Subsistence Is The Alternative.”
— From an interview with Jakob Jespersen, NOAH, Friends
of the Earth, DK
When we started the Swop Projects we soon found that
there were many more complementary currency systems
in local communities than we imagined. These are often
used to facilitate social and environmental issues within a
community. The systems are seen as alternative solutions
because they operate alongside the competition-driven
economy and create environments in which everyone can
contribute their own resources or skills.

Issues discussed in the interviews include: How does our
views on, and belief in, money affect the way we co-exist?
How can we influence a society with economic rules without creating a division between individuals and between
regions? How do complementary currencies work and what
needs have they arisen from? Do they give rise to a better
quality of life and increased trust between people? What
are the alternatives to monetary transactions and what are
their advantages and disadvantages? Can they answer
unfulfilled needs with available resources?
We structured the interview compilation in the form of a
chain by starting to interview two people from our local
network. We asked them to replace two of our original ten
questions with new ones and to suggest two individuals
or groups that we should interview next. We were thus able
to build up a system that spread beyond the boundaries of
Denmark.
All the interviews were published on our website and sent
to all the participants. The archive was also available at our
premises in Roarsvej 6, Copenhagen.

Our interest in and study of informal economies developed
into a research archive. The archive contains interviews and
texts with many individuals and groups who are concerned
with alternative solutions to the monetary system. The
different voices present concepts and projects that represent various methods of organising economic and social
systems, where economic conditions harmonise with social
conditions.

We wanted to build up a system that, in itself, represented
a counter-balance to profit-based systems. The interview
compilation was structured in a way that facilitated networkbuilding, it was also non-hierarchical, evenly distributed and
copyright-free.

<—
The text Hvad må der gøres?/What Is to Be Done? was reproduced
from the art journal Øjeblikket, No.48, Summer 2007.
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EXCERPTS FROM AN INTERVIEW WITH SURYA
KUMARI SHRESTA, GENERAL SECRETARY OF
MASK
BANESHWOR, KATMANDU, NEPAL, DECEMBER 14, 2008

MAHILA ADARSHA SEWA KENDRA (MASK) was established in 1984 as an independent NGO in Kathmandu,
Nepal. Its main objectives are to promote awareness
and to develop self-reliance among women. MASK is
committed to searching for practical and sensible
solutions to women’s needs, which will improve the
quality of their skills and resource-based activities.
MASK also provides microsavings and microloans
for underprivileged women of rural and urban areas
in Kathmandu and Bhaktapur.
Surya Kumari Shresta Microfinance means small businesses. We lend a small amount of money to the participants so that they can return it easily, and they will do
some kind of business in their area. First, we go to the
village and find the deprived women who are interested
in doing something but don’t have any money, and we tell
them about microfinance. Then we divide them into groups
of five to ten women.
After that we set up a centre that consists of 30 people.
The participants also save their own money, compulsory savings, within their group. If ten people contribute 100 rupees
they have 1,000 rupees. We collect this money and we pay
them interest, just like a bank. Then they discuss among
themselves what kind of business they would like to do.
You can see here (she points to some pictures on the wall).
These are the members. This is the growing of vegetables
programme and this is the goat, chicken, and cow-raising
programme. Each woman explains what she would like to
do, and then everyone discusses whether they think she’s
likely to be able to cope with it. If they agree that she will,
they fill in a loan application together. This form certifies that
the whole group recommends that she sets up her business.
The application then arrives at our centre, where there is a
small loan committee, and we discuss how much money they
will need. First we look at the amount that the group has
saved up. If it’s not enough we add the rest. After ten years
they have to pay back their loan in monthly instalments.
We need permission from the government to run our three
village development committees in Kathmandu and Bhaktapur. There are 48 centres, 1,300 people participate, 748
have started their own businesses. The rest are not using
their loans, they are simply saving money.
Andrea Creutz Does this mean that it’s a participatory way
of saving up while at the same time supporting this system?
SKS Yes, this is a kind of bank. We give them six per cent
interest. In the bank they would only have been given two
to three per cent. We collect money with interest from
all the groups once a month. This is a very successful
programme for an underdeveloped country. Microfinance
is very important because the literacy rate is very low,
the participants don’t understand how you get a bank loan,

they don’t have the possibility or time to go there and they
can’t write their own name. Our motivators and supervisors
spend time with the groups every day, they support the
participants and they bring them their money.
SKS Our country is very good for growing herbs, for example.
We give loans to women who live in mountainous areas and
who can come and collect seeds. If we can raise people’s
economic status we can also inform them about health,
environmental and educational issues. Then it becomes
very effective. So we lobby for this kind of collaboration.
The participants are often very inexperienced in the begin
ning, but when they meet in the group it’s very fruitful,
because they can share their previous knowledge and their
new business skills, sometimes they ask if they can take
part in an education programme. This, for example (she
points to some photos on the wall), is the safe abortion
programme. Our government has passed a bill to prevent
women from dying from unsafe abortions. But people are
still not aware of the fact that it isn’t illegal anymore.
AC Is this part of the microfinance programme?
SKS It’s an interrelated programme. We provide it for microloan members. School children take part too and we are
pushing for a health programme for microloan participants;
we bring it to their area.
AC Why is the programme only for women? Why isn’t it for
both women and men?
SKS It’s not for women only… we want to involve the men
too. But women are the target group. Nepali women are
very deprived you know. Men are very powerful in our
paternalistic system. The women rarely get an education;
they are treated as second grade. So women are the target
group but it’s not strictly so that men can’t join. But when
the women start their own businesses, they use what they
earn on their children, education, health and their homes
– necessary things. Men sometimes forget these things.
So therefore our priority is women. And we understood that
women have power when they have money in their hands.
Education is, well, necessary, but money is very powerful.
When we started this programme the women were so
inexperienced, now they are powerful.
SKS Microloan systems are very important in all developing
countries, not only in South Asia. It started in Bangladesh,
we learned from them. We are a very small NGO, but there
are big institutions running these kinds of programmes too.
In Nepal there are many NGOs and cooperatives. Microfinance is like that you know. It’s like an airplane that never
lands, it’s going on forever. It’s spreading. We can’t phase
out this programme.
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Surya Kumari Shresta and Neelima Kafle explaining the various activities of MASK.
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EXCERPTS FROM AN INTERVIEW WITH JAAP
VINK, PROGRAMME OFFICER AT THE
STROHALM ORGANIZATION

Others claim that there were 1 million members.
It’s hard to say which is the correct figure, but today there
are more or less 100,000 members. We used experiences
from this system along with experience from the LETS
system to create the systems we are operating today.

THE STROHALM BUILDING, OUDERGRACHT 42, UTRECHT,
NETHERLANDS, MARCH 29, 2006

Driven by evidence that the economic structure is the
key determinant in the organization of all aspects of
modern society, the Dutch STRO network (Network of
Social Trade Organization) has, over the past 20 years,
focused its research and interventions to the monetary arena. From 1995 onwards, the STRO research
and development team has connected with initiatives
and initiators in Latin America, where the debilitating
effects of the dominant monetary system has caused
many people to attempt to develop initiatives within
the Economia Solidaria movement. STRO operates
with the same goal in mind and provides a market
place that offers practical solutions, which contribute
to the creation of new opportunities.
Jaap Vink STRO stands for Social Trade Organization.
We started in the 1970s as an environmental organization.
We were very active in the anti-nuclear movement, but over
the years we changed our focus to the underlying causes
of environmental problems. So we said: “Okay, we have
these environmental problems, what are the causes?” And
then we found out – of course it took years of investigation,
thinking and reading about the subject – that the monetary
system, and especially the role of the interest mechanism,
results in short time investments with negative consequences not only for the environment but also for the welfare of individuals. We are a small organization. We don’t
have the power to say, “Okay, we’re going to change this
monetary system and the way interest works today.” What
we can do is spread our ideas and visions. We do this via
our homepage and publications. We also give lectures in
the Netherlands and around the world, but we want to prove
that this can be done in practice too, so we have developed
different methodologies that we try out by doing pilots.
We started up a LETS project in the Netherlands. Are you
familiar with LETS – the Local Exchange Trade System?
Andrea Creutz Yes, and I’m curious about your relationship
with LETS as well as with the Trueque currency system in
Argentina.
JV The Argentinean Trueque, the people’s currency, was
one of the systems that inspired us when we developed
our complementary currency systems, although it had some
structural errors. It collapsed in the end, as we predicted it
would. This happened because the currency wasn’t backed
and it was given away for as long as there was a need
for it, but in the end too many bills were printed. There
was also a problem with forging, which meant that people
wouldn’t accept them. They lost confidence. That’s the
way any monetary system works, without confidence it will
fail, but it did contribute to countering the worst problems
of the economic crisis, and I think that by now they have
made some adjustments. The system is still operating even
though it isn’t as big as it was during the crisis. Some say
that up to 6 million members were using it during the peak.

AC Aren’t LETS and Trueque similar? Can you explain how
they were designed and the difference between them?
JV The difference is that you are given fifty units or credits
when you join Trueque, whereas when you join LETS you
begin by spending. It’s a sort of loan. You owe the system
fifty credits and you have to earn them back by selling products or services back to the system. That’s basically the
difference. In the Trueque system, when you have like 500
members, the system has a debt of 500 times fifty credits.
This is not a problem as long as the system is expanding,
but when it stabilizes it becomes one, whereas with LETS
you have a positive account and a negative account that
balance out at zero.
LETS started in Canada and was disseminated all over the
world. We (STRO) visited all the LETS systems in England
back in the nineties, and we used their experiences when
we introduced the LETS system back in the Netherlands.
We founded a LETS system called Noppes. With around a
1,000 members it’s still one of the largest LETS systems
in the world. When it became successful in Holland (where
there are now more than a hundred LETS systems), we
abandoned it, because we are a research and development
institute. We develop new systems. When we see that they
can work on their own we let the members start their own,
independent organisations, although we still support the
LETS system through the software we have developed.
One of the problems with LETS, as with all complementary
monetary systems, is that there’s quite a lot of admini
stration, and since many of these systems are run by
volunteers, it’s sometimes too much for them. Therefore we
developed an Internet-based software called Cyclos, where
all the accounts, membership, trade and registrations of
purchases are done automatically. All members have a
web-based account. They can look up other services and
products, contact each other by e-mail and agree on the
price of a transaction in LETS points. The great advantage
with this software is that you get more members in the
end. Because of the software, it’s now easier to join and to
figure out how the system works. And it’s easier to trade,
so now the number of members is growing again. There are
some new functions in the software too, which means you
can even pay by using your mobile phone. This software
has created a lot of interest worldwide, it’s open source so
it is free to use.
AC When you talk about it, it strikes me that using national
currency is old-fashioned in comparison. You quote the head
of the Bank of England on your web site...
JV Yes, he predicted the end of the monetary system and
the monopoly of banks on creating money. This would be in
ten or twenty years time, and actually it’s happening quite a
lot already. What you see today is that big companies are
creating their own currencies as well, like air miles for
example, and Texaco in England have their own currency.
It will happen. Large companies are doing it, but we try to
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start our own systems with complementary currencies too.
Everyone can join this network of companies and
consumers.
AC It’s really important then to be in there… because air
miles don’t make any difference when it comes to equalizing…
JV No, it only helps large companies…
AC …but not those who might really need it!
JV Yeah, after a while we at STRO decided to expand our
activities to other countries, more in the South. We did it
for two reasons, the most important being that the need
for change is larger in the South and that organizations
there are better motivated to join these kinds of projects.
They understand the problem with interest, because interest rates, in Brazil for example, can be up to forty or even
seventy per cent, whereas in the Netherlands it’s five to
ten per cent. So the need is felt more for instance in Latin
America. The other reason is that it’s less difficult to get
your project off the ground there because people join more
easily, and it was easier to get government funding, which
is of course practical since we are a foundation and we
depend on government funding and private donations.
AC So you are financed through various foundations?
JV Yeah, like the national development corporation, a number
of other foundations and the support of private individuals.
In the office we have both paid staff and volunteers.
Of course we would like to pay everyone, but we never have
enough funding to realize all our project ideas, although we
have quite a few projects running by now.
AC It seems as if there are quite a lot of people working for
the organization?
JV Yes, in the Netherlands jobs are government funded in
order to stimulate people to get work experience and find
them a job instead of them being dependent on social
security. It’s a special regulation. So within STRO we have
quite a few people who are paid in this way, which means
that the number of staff is larger than you might expect.
Unfortunately, this grant has been cut. Three years ago
more than 25 people were paid in like this, but the Government recently cut most of our grants and a lot of people
had to leave.
AC Is that a compromise for you, accepting money from
organizations or the state? Do you also accept money from
banks and businesses?
JV Yeah, actually we don’t see banks as “the enemy”, we
collaborate with several banks in our projects, for example
with BROU, the largest bank in Uruguay. Well, as long as
they help us to reach our goals it’s not a problem. We’re
also working with the Inter-American Development Bank,
which is part of the World Bank. They are supporting our
project in Uruguay and are interested in exporting it to
other Latin-American countries.
AC Do you see your collaboration as a way of influencing
them?

JV Yeah, of course we’re only working with a small section
of their organization, the World Bank of Brazil, but we have
good contact, and maybe we can convince them to use our
methods. We work with microcredit too, but in our own way
using complementary currencies. Microcredit is a great
concept, but it doesn’t solve the problem with the fact that
the most active people within a community get loans, but
that they have to pay interest, and somehow they have to
earn this interest. Where does it come from? From other
people within the community! If this interest isn’t invested
in the community itself, the money flows out of the community and into the bank or institution that granted the
micro loan. In our microcredit system we deal with complementary currency because it can only be spent within the
community. So even if you do have to pay interest on these
loans, you can be sure, by definition, that the interest can
only be spent within the community. It enables you to use
the interest in a positive way instead of the way it works
now: that interest leads to a money flow from poor people
to rich people or from poor countries to rich countries.
A complementary currency stimulates growth in the local
economy. Interest does have some positive aspects,
because you have to pay back more than you got, it forces
you to perform activities that result in profit. So it forces
the use of the whole capacity of an economy. The problem
in many countries, especially in the South, is that there’s
a lot of unused capacity, great unemployment and shops
and factories aren’t fully operating. So if you have a sort of
mechanism that stimulates trade within the community,
the complementary currency starts to circulate within the
community. The bakery buys something from the garage,
which buys something from a bookkeeper that buys services from a painter. Every currency transaction is extra economic capacity and helps to fulfil the economic potential of
this local economy. And if you use local currency, which is
only valid within the community, it prevents the money from
flowing out to parts where it would earn higher profits on
investments.
AC It seems as if you are very much in need of financial support in order to develop and run your projects before they
become sustainable?
JV Yes, in order to start this kind of project you need a lot
more money than you can get out of the system before it
can finance itself and be sustainable. It’s a stage we have
not yet reached. I mean, there’s a self-financing mechanism
within such a system, but you need a certain turnover before
you reach this point.
I haven’t explained how it works yet. We have different
systems, but the most powerful one is “C3”, which stands
for Circuit of Companies and Consumers. You start off with
a network of companies. They trade with other members
using internal currency for all or part of their transactions,
which are done using the Cyclos software. If this was all,
it would be identical to a bartering system, but there are
some major differences.
One is that consumers can join this network of companies
too. They can buy the local currency using the national
currency, and they get a bonus. If the transaction was made
in Holland they would, for example, pay ten euros and get
eleven local units, so they get a bonus of ten per cent.
It makes it attractive to join the network. They can use
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Jaap Vink of Strohalm describing the projects, which his foundation is conducting.
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the local bonus for the same value as euros and they can
spend it in all the companies that are part of the network.

in effect is that you always create a strong demand for the
local currency, that’s what makes it attractive, a strong demand, the other thing is trust. And because this system is
fully backed, that should guarantee trust in the system.

AC What companies are there to choose between?
JV Everyone can join, but we try to put together a diverse
offer and get a chain of companies in order to secure the
entire production chain, because the companies also need
to have the possibility of using the complementary currency.

AC When you talk about using the surplus to grant loans
I think of my bank in Denmark. It’s a JAK bank and they use
their surplus to hand out grants for social or environmental
projects they find worthy of support. Have you been inspired
by the JAK system?

AC So it must all fit together?
JV Yeah, but what tends to happen, which is also the main
problem with barter systems, is that there will be a few local companies that earn a lot of this currency, but they find
it hard to spend. First of all you try to find other companies
that match, but it’s also possible to exchange the local currency back to the national currency. This is something you
don’t want to encourage, because every company of course
prefers hard cash above local currency, so if they exchange
currencies they have to pay a kind of commission of, for
example, ten per cent.
AC They lose ten per cent?
JV Yes, and these charges finance the bonuses, because
otherwise if you were to offer extra units – the ten percent
bonus – to those who exchange national currency for local
currency, there would be inflation. Now this system is fully
backed by the national currency, and this is important for
the companies that join, they need to be sure that they
can spend the local units they earn in one way or another.
The nice thing about it, especially when more members join,
is that there is a certain time lapse between the moment
when a consumer brings in the euros and exchanges them
for local currency at the house bank within the system and
the moment he uses these local units to buy something at
a shop. The shop uses them to buy something from
another company, so they start to circulate.
After a while these units will end up at enterprises that
can’t spend them, and they will change them back into
euros. The local currency that the company added to the
system in the first place wasn’t used for, let’s say, six
months. They are just sitting in the bank, which of course
is a shame. What you can do then is to grant favourable
loans to companies within the system, because once the
system is up and running you know the average processing
time of local units. At the beginning it would only be like
a month or something, but as more and more companies
start to join, it will be longer. And then one of them might
say, “Okay, every euro is at the local bank for a year on
average before it’s exchanged back into local currency.
What we can do is grant one-year loans to companies.”
When the bank grants a loan it has to take the money
from somewhere, that is to say from people who save their
money in the bank, and they have to reward the people who
bring in the money by paying interest. In this case we don’t
have to do that. We get money for nothing. So it’s possible
to grant low-interest loans. As the system expands, the
companies will want to take out loans in the local currency
too. You can either start by granting mixed loans or by
granting them in the national currency, but allowing the
interest to be paid back in the local currency. What you do

JV Yeah, these ideas are partly inspired by the JAK system.
I must think about how it works … yeah, there are some
similarities. Another thing about this system is that in order
to stimulate circulation and prevent companies buying
local units and then not using them, you have to pay a fee
for every day that you have this local currency in your possession. The fee is very low, like one tenth or a hundredth
of a per cent, but it stimulates companies to spend their
local currency quickly. So you have a high circulation of
local money. The fee is very small, but it has to be paid
every day. It amounts to about ten per cent over a one year
period. The accumulated fees can be used to maintain the
system, the maintenance costs amount to about thirty per
cent of the accumulated fees. Other sources of income
can be the difference between bonuses and exchange fees
or part of the micro loans. A small part of the income is
used to pay the international organization that distributes
the system. This is the STRO-Group, consisting of STROUruguay, Instrodi (STRO-Brazil), STRO-Central America and
STRO-Holland. The other part of the income returns to the
projects for further expansion, social projects, etc.
AC Who are your members and what does your network look
like?
JV We have projects in Uruguay, Brazil and Central America.
In Uruguay we cooperate with the national government. The
company network will be launched in July 2009. Thousands
of small and medium enterprises will receive micro loans
in the local currency. They can spend it among each other,
but also to pay for energy, telephone calls and even taxes.
In Brazil we have a network called CompRaS in the state of
Rio Grande do Sul, it’s in southern Brazil. We are working
with our local STRO partner InStroDI at Porto Alegre. Then
we have another network, C3, in another state, Parana,
because we want to see how the system works in different conditions. The members of the CompRaS are local
companies that are active in the State Rio Grande do Sul.
The CompRaS organization administrates the system.
We started with companies only, there are no consumers
yet, because you need a certain number of companies to
join before you can provide a decent offer to consumers.
If there are only, let’s say, fifty companies there is little
chance of local currency spending.
AC How do you find the companies and is there a limit for
how large they can be?
JV Well, of course large companies can join too, but they can
spend the local currency only with other companies in the
region. So a multi-national company could join, but they have
to spend units within the region. The system is especially
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attractive for companies with spare capacity such as magazines that often have available advertising space. So either
they choose not to use the space or sell it for local units.
AC If you should give a brief description of the system, what
are the benefits and what are the complications with complementary currencies?
JV Okay. One advantage is that you stimulate the small
amount of money that’s available in a region to circulate
longer locally before it flows out to more affluent regions
where profit from investments is higher, so you stimulate
the potential of a local economy. The other thing is that you
give companies and people the possibility of using capacities
they were not using before. Another thing is that you can
offer low-interest loans, and those smaller companies
can start in a semi-protected environment. They can start
functioning within the network, which of course prefers
local companies. When they have developed more business skills they can start looking more to the outside. This
protects them from the strong competition on the world
market. Now when I talk about it I come to think of another
advantage. It makes people conscious about what their
money is doing.
We also have another system, which works a bit differently
from the ones I have mentioned, but also with local currency.
This is a system that makes members think, “I used to do
my shopping in the big supermarket at the other end of
town, but now I spend my money, local currency, at the local
grocers, that, in turn, spends it, for example, on a painter
who uses it in transactions with another company and this
company hires me.” The idea is, “Okay, I spend this money
in a local shop and in the end it returns to me.” It makes
people conscious about what happens to their money,
because normally we spend it in the supermarket and not
at the local grocers because most of the time they are a
little bit more expensive. In the end, though, it’s actually
rewarding, because it creates the possibility that it will be
spent on my business or to employ me. Not a lot of people
realize this, what the power of money consists of and how
they can affect the system.
Another project is on a smaller scale. You grant loans to
people in the area who are self-employed and they have to
pay interest in the local currency. So you create a demand
for this currency. At the same time you start some other
initiatives that use local money, like we did in Fortaleza in
northern Brazil where we made a proposal to a large development organization to build a school. But we did this in a
special way as I will explain. Okay, we got this funding, but
instead of using it to build the school, we used it to give
micro loans to small companies in the area where the
school was to be built. At the same time we paid the local
builder who was to build the school and the companies that
provided the construction material in local currency. We told
the company that received the loan that they could pay it
back in local currency. So they had to tell their customers
that they accepted the local currency by for example putting
up a sign in the shop window. Then we told the construction
workers and the company that provided the construction
materials that they could spend their local currency in these
companies. The companies would be more than happy to
accept this because it enabled them to pay back their loan.

Then other companies in the area that weren’t involved from
the beginning would start accepting this currency. They knew
for sure they could spend it on the companies that received
the loans, and perhaps on other companies that reasoned
like they did, and the local economy was again stimulated.
Normally, you build a school and the community benefits
because you pay the workers, but they mostly spend their
money outside, so the input is not very big. In this way you
make a greater impact. The University of Porto Alegre evaluated this system, and they found that the impact was 15
per cent higher compared to a conventional development
project. Okay, that’s nice, but we had to spend a lot of effort
explaining how the system works in order to create confidence and all, and the disadvantage is that when the entire
loan is paid back, all the local currency is out of circulation,
so the next step was to find a system whereby the local
money would circulate permanently. One way to do this is
for the local government to hand out grants partly in local
currency, because then you have a permanent input of local
currency. What we did in one Porto Alegre neighbourhood
was to start up a project in which the inhabitants had their
houses painted and paid the painters in local currency.
They also organised a local market once a week where
people could only pay in local currency. Later on, you give
smaller loans to people so they can start their own enterprises and trade their products in the local market. It’s still
small scale, more like social projects.
AC It sounds quite complicated. If it’s a poor region where
they don’t have access to computers and the Internet, what
do you do?
JV Then you work with this printed money. I can show you
some of the local money we use. (Leaves the room and
comes back with the bills.) It was printed by the same company that prints the euro bill. It’s difficult to forge because
it has a watermark and this silver line. We’ve actually got
a million of those down in our basement! But they are also
circulating in different projects. Each project can print their
own logo on it. This is where you can put your name on the
currency. This one is used in Honduras. Here it says that
you can only use it within the network because otherwise
you will get in trouble with the bank authorities. It has a
serial number so you can monitor its circulation. This is
what we use in rural areas, for example, where we can’t
work through the Internet.
www.socialtrade.org
www.socialtradegame.org
www.cyclos.org
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EXCERPTS FROM AN E-MAIL INTERVIEW WITH
BRETT BLOOM FROM THE SELF-ORGANIZED
ARTIST COLLECTIVES TEMPORARY SERVICES
AND MESS HALL
SEPTEMBER, 2009

Brett Bloom: Temporary Services is myself, Salem
Collo-Julin and Marc Fischer. We are based in Illinois
and have existed since 1998, with several changes in
membership and structure. We produce exhibitions,
events, projects and publications.
BB Temporary Services started as an experimental exhi
bition space in a working class neighbourhood of Chicago.
Our name directly reflects our desire to provide art as a
service to others. It’s a way for us to pay attention to the
social context in which art is produced and received.
Having “Temporary Services” displayed on our window
helped us to blend in with the cheap restaurants, dollar
stores, currency exchanges and temporary employment
agencies on our street.
We weren’t immediately recognizable as an art space.
This was partly to stave off the stereotypical role we might
have played in the gentrification of our neighbourhood. We
weren’t interested in making art for sale. Experiencing art
in the places we inhabit on a daily basis remains a critical
concern for us. It helps us move art from being a privileged
experience to one that’s more directly related to how we
live our lives. We move in and out of officially sanctioned
spaces for art, keeping one foot in the underground, the
other in the institution. We are interested in art that takes
engaging and empowering forms. We collaborate amongst
ourselves and with others, even though this may destabilize
the way people understand our work. We are against
competition. Much of the art world is structured to favour
competition. Grants are competitive. Students compete for
funding. Hundreds compete for a single teaching position.
Artists compete with artists – stealing ideas instead of
sharing them, or using copyright laws to prohibit thoughtful
re-use. Artists compete for shows in a limited number of
exhibition spaces instead of finding their own ways to
exhibit outside of these venues. Artists conceal opportunities from their friends as a way of getting an edge up in
this speculative, capital-driven frenzy. Gallery-owners compete with other gallery-owners and curators compete with
curators. Artists who sell their work compete for the attention of a limited number of collectors. Collectors compete
with other collectors to acquire the work of artists.
Temporary Services seeks to create and participate in ethical relationships that are not competitive and are mutually
beneficial. We develop strategies for harnessing the ideas
and energies of people who may never have participated in
an art project before, or who may feel excluded from the art
community. We mobilize the generosity of many people to
produce projects on a scale that none of us could achieve
in isolation.
Conversations about Mess Hall began in 2003 in Rogers
Park, the northernmost neighbourhood in Chicago. It all
started when Temporary Services was mentioned in an
article in a much-read national Sunday paper one weekend.
The article was about the rise in the number of people
making art in groups. The owner of the building in which

Mess Hall is located, Alan Goldberg, read the newspaper
and contacted us the same day. He said he had a storefront space where there was an existing gallery. He asked
if we wanted to run it. We were really curious about this
offer and agreed to meet with him. We invited a lot of other
people to come with us. Alan showed us the gallery.
We told him we weren’t interested in running a gallery and
that anything we would do would have to be on our own
terms. A couple of months went by, and then Alan contacted
us again. There had been one last ditch effort by the people
who exhibited at the gallery to put up their work. Alan was
frustrated by this, which prompted him to e-mail us.
His idea of what the space could be hadn’t shifted much
from the last time we talked to him. He wanted us to do
programming including talks, music and other things, while
the people who exhibited there could show their work.
We refused. Some more weeks went by, and Alan eventually
agreed to let us use the space any way we wanted. We, TS,
thought it was important to share this resource and open
it up to people in the neighbourhood. We wanted to put
our work in conversation with all the other things we were
interested in doing, which included experimental geography,
radical ecology, transformative urban planning, interventions
and much more.
For nearly 6 years Mess Hall has been a place for events,
discussions, presentations, large scale gatherings, activism
and a lot more.
Lise Skou We set up the first Swop Project at a time in
Danish politics when the right wing parties were getting
more and more powerful, and we had just spent a year in
New York experiencing the power of capitalism in combination with neo-liberal politics. We found it inspiring, and we
wanted to put ideas into play that reflected the uneven use
of resources, which might reflect other solutions and ideas
promoting better equality in society. We wanted to try and
establish models that challenged the capitalist economy and
the way it works. How and where do you see TS and MH in
relation to the economy?
BB We want to engage in relationships that are ethical,
mutually beneficial and that don’t repeat the abuses of the
dominant culture. We always try to create a surplus from
our own surplus, so that others can benefit. For example,
we will get an invitation to participate in an exhibition outside of Chicago. We will invite others whose work very rarely
leaves Chicago to either collaborate with us or contribute
to a larger framework we have initiated, thus giving others’
ideas the same exposure that we enjoy. We also make tons
of publications and invite others to do the same. We pay
for it with our own money, money from institutions, and now
with money we have made through our new publishing imprint and online store, the Half Letter Press.
We are prepared for what others have called the coming
global Econopocalypse. We are poor. We live the way we want.
We work with others to make more than we are able to do
on our own. Mess Hall was, and continues to be, an experiment at the margins of art and capitalism, which is really
exciting! The space where MH has thrived for six years was
given to TS. I’m convinced that this kind of generosity happens when you start to put yourself in relation to the world
and economics in different, non-abusive, non-competitive,
generous ways. You create a different kind of economy.
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I think most diehard capitalists will never understand this,
and that they would actually really enjoy it if they could see
it. Once you start creating a surplus for others, you tap into
a stream that comes back and gives you more than you
put in. When I was still active in MH, we talked a lot about
a generosity economy (which is very different from a gift
economy that focuses on the point of exchange and the
power relations it generates). We asked how we can take
our surplus (time, money, know-how) and put them in relation to one another and create a space where others will
bring their contributions and then work together to build up
something that is really another way of organizing and relating
to daily life than capitalism is.
LS Yes, I see. You say that a generosity economy is very
different from a gift economy that focuses on exchange
and the power relations it generates. In Swop Projects we
worked with the idea of generosity, but we also worked with
the ideas of exchange and gift economies. And of course
you are right, there’s a different focus, but we experienced a
great deal of generosity that arose by itself. We opened Gift
Shops, for example, in connection to various projects and
initiatives, and we saw how people started to come back
to us in order to give us stuff. They came to the shop, took
away something, and then many went home to find stuff they
didn’t need anymore and took it back. It was another kind of
generosity, even though it’s still based on commodities and
the exchange of commodities. And what you just said made
me think about something else: how do you compare an
individual process to a collective process?

establish with others that are non-competitive and seek to
build things up together. This has been a very tangible part
of our work for a long time.
LS We have been interested in analyzing the growth of
self-organized projects and political discursive art-practise
in relation to the developments in politics. What are your
thoughts on that?
BB Self-organization is resilient, which means it can stand
shocks like the ones that have hit the global economy.
If self-organization is based on mutual benefit, helping
others and building up something that works for as many
people as possible, then it won’t be easily abandoned or
thrown away. The anger and rage at the global elite and at
capitalism is palpable, and people are quick to attack it
as it has exploited them for such a long time. We need to
build more systems that are robust, can withstand shock
and that people feel they have a stake in. Representative
government can’t provide this and market capitalism thrives
on not providing this. The strength in self-organizing comes
from the bio-power of happy organisms – the well being we
feel to our core when our interests are respected and
reflected!

BB I have a mantra: A collective is only as healthy as the
individuals who populate it at the same time as an individual
is only as healthy as the collective she is a part of.
The two are inseparable, and this is not often discussed.
To oversimplify: The Soviet Union collectivized at the
expense of individuals and the U.S. individualized at the
expense of the collective – two extreme examples – whereas
in social democracies, like yours in Denmark and Sweden,
a greater balance is struck, but we can do more. A further
point, when I make the statement above, I’m talking about
collectives in many senses of the word, from art groups to
the societies we inhabit. As a part of TS, I feel well taken
care of and well represented. As a person who lives in the
US, I feel sick and cancerous. I want the U.S. to end.
I want more things like TS to erupt all over the place on
multiple levels of organization.
LS What possibilities do you see in cooperatives – in art as
well as in daily life?
BB Cooperatives is an important form of organizing. We, my
wife, my neighbours and at some point people in our neighbourhood, are pooling our efforts in raising food to share
and doing things to create greater autonomy for ourselves
on a very local level. We’re also all part of a food cooperative (Common Ground Food Coop), which involves hundreds
of people. I think participating in these things on multiple
levels is really critical for organizing a different kind of
society. We need more housing, energy, food, governance,
art, museums and other kinds of cooperatives, here in the
US and everywhere. TS and MH form informal cooperatives,
and cooperations within the networks and relationships we
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Temporary Services and IC-98 It Is Always Like This,
Turku, Finland, autumn 2008. Photo by IC-98.

HOLDING YOUR NOSE WHILE SNEEZING IS A
RISKY GAME: THE NEED TO CONFRONT THE
CRISIS THROUGH THE CONSTRUCTION OF
NEW RELATIONS BETWEEN PRODUCTION,
EXCHANGE AND LIVELIHOOD
BY KOLYA ABRAMSKY, AUGUST, 2009

In the face of the ever-worsening world economic,
and increasingly political, crisis several questions are
beginning to loom large. How will people meet their
basic needs for survival in the future? How will global
inequalities be reduced and overcome? How will we
fit within ecological limits in a humane and egalitarian
way? Perhaps above all, where might a positive social
force come from that is capable of bringing about
positive change and who might bring it about? Last
but not least, what short-term interventions may be
both possible and useful in order to move in a direction of radical long-term change? The answers that
emancipator struggles find, or fail to find, to these
questions will shape human history for many years to
come. So, in the face of this crisis, an extension of
the already permanent crisis, which many throughout
the world have been living through for centuries, it is
perhaps becoming clearer which increasingly daunting
tasks lie ahead of us.
Furthermore, if we are to avoid further great human suffering
and barbarity, we are faced with a paradox. While we need
to take the time to do things right, we also need to speed
up and do things right at the same time, since doing it
wrong, or doing it slowly are not options either. Now is a
time for discussion, not a time for empty chitchat, but for
discussion through which we can collectively transform
ourselves and our ability to create something new together.
Above all, now is not a time for complacency, but one for
action in order to win strong reforms in the immediate term,
avoid co-optation, and prepare seriously for the struggles
which almost certainly lie ahead in the not-so-distant future...
For years the brutality of the global financial regime has
been apparent to all who bore its brunt and for the rest
who cared to look. Now, surprisingly or not, depending on
how you may view these things, its sheer fragility has also
been revealed in no uncertain terms to people throughout
the world. It is no longer possible to label the critics as
doomsayers, since now it is major banks, markets and car
companies themselves that are hurtling into the void.
Governments around the world have responded like headless chickens in the face of a crisis of their own making.
Now, the very policy makers who have led the world to
the abyss are claiming to be its saviours in the making.
With bailouts galore, governments have been quick to attempt to rescue failing financial infrastructures and also
industrial sectors. They have produced vast quantities of
money seemingly out of nowhere, in a move that literally
mortgages the futures of several generations of waged and
unwaged workers throughout the world. Yet, while we may
be in a temporary period of calm, it is more likely to be the
lull before the storm.

A very big storm. Amidst much deafening talk of “all pulling
together”, “unity in the face of crisis”, “common sacrifice”
and above all of “bi-partisan” solutions, it is becoming crystal
clear that in fact important tensions, conflicts and struggles
are rapidly emerging on many different levels. Who will pay
the cost of resolving the crisis and what types of solutions
will be found in order to satisfy which interests? In a state
of confused semi-incredulity at the demand that they and
their as yet unborn children should shoulder the burden of
the crisis, people throughout the world are slowly but surely
breaking out from the constraints imposed by the appeals
of the world’s leaders to trust that the bi-partisanship will
actually reach the distant shores of salvation.
Already, all manner of discussions and proposals have
opened up for financial and monetary reform. Some are
new; others are rehashes of old schemes. The Tobin Tax,
designed as an international mechanism to simultaneously
curb financial flows and also raise revenue for desirable
purposes, is one such example. Already much of the mainline press in the USA and Western Europe are quick to
condemn “greedy finance capital” and call for its regulation,
while simultaneously celebrating and attempting to prop
up the “good industrial capitalism”. ”Noble” Main Street
is pitted against ”heinous” Wall Street. The debate about
monetary and financial reform, and the extent to which it is
either possible or desirable, is not a new debate. It is one
that has surfaced repeatedly, with more or less energy, at
different moments of financial crisis. The debate was central to the development of the 1848 European (and elsewhere) revolutions, which followed close on the heels of a
major financial crisis in 1847. More recently, the attempt to
curb “finance capitalism” while shoring up “industrial productive capitalism” was closely related to the rise of cor
poratism, fascism and Hitler in the Great Depression of the
1930s, as well as the rise of the New Deal in the USA.
On the other hand, in 2001, when Argentina’s banks went
under, a twin process of factory occupation and the creation
of local alternative currencies arose. For a short period,
these alternative currencies sustained literally millions of
people who simply could not afford to use the existing
official currency.
However, an over simplistic focus on reforming the monetary
and financial systems in isolation presents an enormous
threat to current emancipatory struggles. On the one hand
it is likely to be largely ineffective (as we can see certain
banks, for instance in the UK, are already starting to make
similar kinds of profits as they did in the past). On the
other hand, it may increase the possibility for the creation
of scapegoats and almost certainly a full frontal attack on
workers (both waged and unwaged) and their communities
throughout the world in order to ensure, at any cost, the
conditions for a renewed round of capitalist accumulation.
An approach which exclusively focuses on finance attempts
to solve problems on one level, namely through financial
and monetary regulation, while in fact these problems
originate at another level, namely at the level of the existing
worldwide relations of production and reproduction of
human life. Perhaps a useful, if over simplistic, analogy is
the Big Sneeze. When a person attempts to stifle a sneeze,

by holding their nose tightly, the built up pressure, which
caused the sneeze, does not go away. It has to be released
somewhere else, come what may. At best it will hurt a lot.
But these things are unpredictable. Maybe the person will
suffer a heart attack. Similarly, when the world-economy
sneezes (crisis), holding its nose (financial regulation) will
only result in releasing the pressure through other processes
rather than solving the cause of the problems. This is
potentially very dangerous.
THE NEXT STAGE FOR GLOBAL NETWORKS OF RESISTANCE: REPARATIONS, GLOBAL REDISTRIBUTION OF
WEALTH AND DEGROWTH
A far reaching, rapid and emancipatory change in the global
social relations between production, exchange and the way
in which people organize their lives will only come about if
struggles throughout the world, and in particular the global
networking processes connecting these struggles, are able
to bring such a change about. If they don’t, no one else will.
It is time for these struggles to build on their past successes
in order to deepen and expand existing networks so as to
make them functional enough to be able to create alternative
social relations rather than just denouncing existing relations
of power. This is their urgent next step. Over the last 15
years there has been an important rise in the global networking of different emancipatory struggles. Let us briefly
review these global processes, their successes and current
impasse.
In this period, a number of highly active, imaginative, visible
and above all effective, organizational processes came into
existence. In particular, the following organizational proces
ses stand out: Peoples’ Global Action, the World Social
Forum, Via Campesina and Indymedia. These are merely
the tip of the organizational iceberg. These initiatives had
a very rapid and far reaching two-fold success. On the one
hand, they played an enormous role in strengthening communication and the process of building common political
perspectives between large numbers of different and fragmented social struggles in many different countries. There
has been a great flourishing of self-organized efforts to
question and resist power structures, frequently based on a
confrontational approach to capitalism, rather than lobbying.
Importantly, great attention is paid to the principles of
autonomy, diversity and non-hierarchical democratic organization. At times, these global networks have worked extraordinarily well. In a remarkably short space of time these
networks have become excellent at organizing large global
meetings, conferences, global days of action on common
themes, calling for emergency solidarity actions in support
of particular local struggles, as well as translating and
circulating up-to-date and accurate information and news
throughout the world. Indeed, these communication flows,
which simply did not exist fifteen years ago, have become
so regular that they are frequently taken for granted and
hardly noticed.
On the other hand, these global networks did the seemingly
impossible. In the midst of a triumphalist, post-Cold War
capitalist rhetoric, they dared to denounce capitalism and
they were so successful in their efforts that they rapidly

plunged the system and its major global institutions into
a legitimacy crisis. Institutions such as the World Bank,
International Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization,
World Economic Forum, and G8 are increasingly unable to
hold their summits without facing major protests and riots,
immense security costs, and harsh media critique. It is
a similar case with summits relating to multilateral and
bilateral free-trade agreements. These institutions are not
just facing a crisis of legitimacy, but also, at least until the
onset of the economic crisis which may have reinjected
them with a new lease on life, a deep existential crisis.
Frequently negotiations are stalled (most notably the World
Trade Organization and Free Trade Area of the Americas)
as conflicts of interest have shifted from the protests on
the streets into the negotiating corridors themselves. The
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund have
found themselves increasingly unable to meet their budgetary requirements or to maintain their clients. Importantly,
when the USA launched its War on Terror, the global networks were able to respond in such a way as to plunge the
US state and its military apparatus, under the leadership of
Bush, into a deep legitimacy crisis, both within and beyond
the US itself. While nation states still retain considerable
legitimacy, there has nonetheless been a profound questioning of states, their electoral systems and political parties.
Many of these developments were seemingly unthinkable
just 15 years ago. Global movements had become incredibly
strong.
However, this global convergence process between different
struggles also had major limitations and has reached an
impasse that is making it very difficult to move forwards.
As the world economic and political crisis broke out and
the creativity and energy of these global processes is most
urgently needed, they appear to be lacking both creativity
and energy. This is ironic, given that the crisis was widely
anticipated by these global movements and, in no small
manner, actually provoked by their struggles.
Despite their immense success in certain areas (namely
denunciation, delegitimation and building communication
channels between struggles), they were seemingly incapable of actually slowing and reversing the rapid lurch towards
an authoritarian global politics based on fear, coercion, militarism, racism and religious fundamentalism. Perhaps even
more worrying, such political developments cannot simply
be laid at the doors of maniacal leaders. Let us see how
the eminently sane and articulate Obama compares, in the
long run, to the eminently insane and maniacal Bush.
After all, very soon it will no longer be Bush’s crisis, but
Obama’s very own. The ugly fact is that authoritarian politics have an undeniable mass appeal to large numbers of
people throughout the world. Importantly, such mass politics is at the expense of, and in direct competition with,
the mass appeal of the more emancipatory visions of
social change based on autonomy, diversity and self-organization that global resistance networks are based on. If
movements collectively fail to build an emancipatory way
out of the crisis, based on a positive change in relations
of production, exchange and livelihood, the ways out that
people collectively construct will indeed be very ugly.

<—
From the Swop Archives – www.swopnetwork.dk was reproduced from
NIFCA info 1/05 Capital (It Fails Us Now), 2005.
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Furthermore, the deepening climate and energy crises
dictate that any new social relations being built will have
to relate to ecosystems in completely different ways than
currently exist. The stark reality is that the only two recent
periods which have seen a major reduction in global CO2
emissions have occurred in times of very sudden, rapid,
socially disruptive and painful forced economic degrowth,
namely the breakdown of the Soviet bloc and during the
current economic crisis.

This is what is meant by degrowth. Until the question of
reparations and global redistribution is placed firmly at
the centre of global struggles, there are unlikely to be major
reductions in current levels of global inequality or the ongoing polarization and worsening of the situation. This is
likely to be a major, if not the main, obstacle to the col
lective construction of emancipator relations of production,
exchange and livelihood.

The kind of massive and rapid reductions in CO2 emissions
(and the corresponding changes in the system of energy
production and consumption that are necessary for this
to occur) will not be possible without very far-reaching
changes in production and consumption relations at a more
general level. Importantly, the process of building a new
energy system, based upon a greatly expanded use of renewable energies, has the potential to make an important
contribution to the process of constructing such new relations of production, exchange and livelihood. However, just
as efforts to resolve the economic and financial crises are
based on attempts at regulation rather than changes in production, so too the dominant approaches to climate change
are focused on promoting regulatory reforms. Furthermore,
most of these efforts accept the parameters of the worldmarket as an unquestioned (and unquestionable) given.
Yet, leaving the process to the logic of the accumulation of
profit in the world-market is likely to be both far too slow, in
terms of the urgency of climate change, and also immensely
socially disruptive.
Faced with the fact that forced and chaotic degrowth has
seemingly had a far greater effect in terms of emissions
reductions than years of regulation, it seems that an urgent
question facing emancipatory social and ecological struggles
is how to collectively and democratically construct a process
of planned rapid and broad degrowth based around collective political control and democratic and participatory decision making over production, consumption and exchange.
Not only will degrowth be necessary to dramatically and rapidly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption, it will also be necessary in order to address global
inequalities and the historical, social and ecological debt
resulting from centuries of unequal and exploitative relations,
in which certain parts of the world have benefited from the
labour, land and other natural resources of the rest of the
world, while at the same time expecting these very regions
to pay the ecological costs of this accumulation. In order for
an equalization of global relations to occur, or even to undertake a slow move in such a direction in order to start a
process, which is likely to take many years to complete, it will
be necessary for a major global redistribution of the fruits
of human labour, both past and present. This will require
a process by which some regions of the world (and their populations), which have in the past suffered from an imposed
“underdevelopment” precisely due to the ability of other
regions to “develop”, will be allowed to develop through a
process of redistribution and, above all, reparations.
Some areas of the world will shrink, while others will grow,
and the system as a whole will not continue to expand.

GENERATING SOCIETY’S WEALTH AND SUSTAINING BASIC
HUMAN NEEDS
The financial crisis reveals the urgently necessary, but
enormously difficult, task of massively reducing people’s dependence on the money economy and financial institutions
so that we can collectively disengage from them and leave
them behind. This is an especially difficult task in the core
capitalist countries, where people’s daily lives are so
entwined with this world. It will only be possible to break
our dependence if we are able to build major capacity in
the non-commercial and mutual support-based provision for
key areas of satisfying our basic needs (e.g. food, shelter,
energy, health, education, pensions, etc.), in order to
reduce our dependency on waged labour. It will be necessary to reach a far greater capacity than currently exists.
Paradoxically, for this to happen movements will have to be
able to access large sums of money, infrastructure, skills
and knowledge, as well as many other sources of wealth,
again on a far greater scale than movements are currently
able to muster. It will require a concerted worldwide effort to
acquire key means of generating wealth and sustaining life.
Faced with a worsening world economic crisis, a twin-pronged
approach is called for. On the one hand, there is the need
to demand vast sums of money from the state, in the form
of public funds and an increasing share of public wealth,
access to interest-free and unconditional loans which could
enable movements to buy collectively controlled and noncommercial sources of wealth generation such as those
described above. It will be necessary to create levels of
mobilization and pressure on national governments and
international institutions so they are unable to avoid making
these concessions, especially in relation to the Obama
government, while at the same time maintaining autonomy
and avoiding co-optation. On the other hand, it will be necessary to once again place the seizure, without compensation, of the key means of production (and reproduction) at
the heart of revolutionary strategies. Again, this is a monumental task, one that will not occur without strong social
mobilization and struggle, but it is a process made much
more possible and imaginable by the massive bankruptcies
and devaluation of capital that the crisis entails, leaving a
trail of abandoned buildings, companies and other pools
of social wealth that are deemed “non-competitive” and
hence useless. Crucially, if they are not taken over and collectivized, they will be bought up on the cheap and will fuel
a new round of socially and ecologically disastrous capital
accumulation. Entire regions, or even countries, are simply
waiting to be taken over and collectivized and defended for
common use, outside of the realm of profit, not least
General Motors, Ford and the USA itself!
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However, it is very difficult to imagine that it will be possible
to bring about the kind of rapid and far reaching process of
collectively planned emancipatory change described above
at the pace and scale which is necessary for both social and
ecological reasons unless it is possible to bring society’s
key means of generating and distributing wealth and meeting
human needs for subsistence under some form of common,
collective, participatory and democratic control, decisionmaking and ownership. Amongst others this includes land,
water, energy, factories, transportation and communications
systems and education, training and research. It also includes
social security for old age, sickness and unemployment.
Furthermore, it is crucial to make sure that society’s capacity
to generate and distribute wealth is used to meet the basic
needs of all the world’s population, rather than the profit
needs of the (currently existing) world-market and the
select few workers and communities who are able to reap
the benefits of this. In other words, in addition to the need
for some form of collective and democratic control over these
resources and social wealth, there is also an urgent need to
decommodify them as much and as fast as possible.
However, following years of market led reforms and unpre
cedented concentrations of wealth and power, we are still
very far from this reality. This is true both in concrete terms
and also in terms of our collective aspirations and strategic
approaches. Dominant political strategies for achieving
change are firmly rooted in discussions of how to achieve
minor regulatory reforms (at best including state ownership)
rather than a more fundamental shift in power relations
pertaining to structures of ownership and control. This is
currently true even in progressive and radical circles. It is
especially true of most political parties, trade unions and
their international federations, and many large NGOs.
Consequently, an urgent task for the years ahead is to discuss what kind of short term interventions might help make
such a political agenda more realistic to achieve in the near
and medium term future. It is not a new discussion. In the
past, collective ownership, management and control of key
means of production (either in the form of worker, community, cooperative or state) have been at the heart of radical
proposals for social struggle. Furthermore, radical critiques
of state communism, socialism, social democracy and their
respective bureaucracies do not lie in a rejection of collective ownership of the key means of production. Instead,
their critique was based on a strong critique of the fundamentally limited nature of state ownership as a model for
democratic, participatory and self-organized social change
from below, based on an understanding that state control
is simply a modified form of private ownership and capitalist
class relations.
Land is one of the most basic elements of subsistence for
humans throughout the world and is also essential for capital
accumulation. It is both a key source for the production of
commodities in the world market and also for reproducing
human life. Collective ownership and decommodification
of land is still at the heart of many, if not most, rural and
indigenous struggles throughout the world today. It is in
these struggles that there is perhaps the clearest political
discourse in this respect.

However, the outlook for industrial sectors such as energy,
the automobile industry, computers, construction, machine
building or mining, as well as other important sectors such
as electronics, communication, transport, tourism or textiles, is much more pessimistic in terms of struggles over
ownership and decommodification. Importantly, the dominant strategic discourse from major organizations in these
sectors is equally pessimistic in this regard. Ownership
struggles have by and large already been lost, if they ever
actually existed. For the last many years, most struggles
in these sectors revolve around demanding certain reforms
in the production and work process, as well as improved
user access. However, little space remains open for serious
struggle for (or even discussion of) major changes to
patterns of ownership and control.
At the more radical end, especially when linked with
ecological critique, there is frequently discussion about
the need for a profound change in production relations.
However, the organizations and collectives with such perspectives frequently lack the social base necessary for such
a process of change to actually happen. In particular, while
they often do have a very strong rural base (especially
amongst many indigenous and Afrodescendent communities), they frequently have little capacity (and sometimes
lack even the will) to contribute to a serious debate within
trade union and other worker organizations within these
sectors. This sometimes results in more sophisticated
critique amounting to just that, a critique without a solid
process of change accompanying it. On the other hand, the
dominant “green” discourse, though often well connected
to trade union organizations working on “sustainability”
from a worker perspective, hardly talks about ownership
and control of the key means of production. Most campaigns from this broad group of organizations are pushing
for change within the existing framework of social relations.
Finally, the dominant trade union discourse of workers in
these sectors favours tripartite bargaining, “decent work”,
and social peace, based on regulating production for
private profit in an expanding world-market.
Global movements are still a very long way from constructing
social relations that go beyond both the nation state and
the world market, and in many cases (especially in the
imperialist countries with a strong social-welfare state)
there is still great dependency on state structures for
meeting people’s basic needs. The current crisis has shown
clearly the widespread dependence on, and vulnerability
from, financial structures such as the banking and pension
systems. While the construction of alternative relations of
production, reproduction of livelihoods and exchange are
frequently at the centre of specific local struggles (especially
land related struggles in southern countries), these relations almost never extend to the regional or global level,
and where they do (such as direct exchange coffee or the
occasional solidarity project related to building infrastructure such as health clinics or renewable energy installations) they still have a very small reach and are limited
to specific products (often artisanal).
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In general, global resistance networks are still far better at
spreading news and coordinating protests in different parts
of the world than they are at spreading products, people,
skills, financial and technical support. (Though this latter
set of activities does occur frequently, for the most part it
occurs within the context of fairly paternalistic NGO activity
that is based around the premise of reform and integration
into existing power relations rather than in a horizontal politics based on autonomy, solidarity, diversity and a confrontational approach to power.) At the level of “resisting states”
there have been important regional integration processes in
Latin America, most notably the Alba (Bolivarian Alternative
of the Americas), which has been spearheaded by Chavez,
or the Hemispheric Integration of the Peoples, spearheaded
by Evo Morales. These states have been able to embark on
more extensive and long-term cooperation processes in
areas such as health, energy, communication and finance,
although for the most part, such cooperation has taken
place within the framework of nation states, rather than
building direct movement to movement relationships.
However, the economic crisis is offering an important
opportunity to reopen this old discussion about how, why
and by whom society’s wealth is produced and distributed.
The old Keynesian model based on class, compromise and
stabilization of struggles, which sought to bring about any
fundamental change to the ownership patterns of the key
means of production, is dead. In all probability the model is
unlikely to be resurrected. Furthermore, unless the discussion
on production is reopened up by movements, it is very likely
that the “solutions” found to the economic crisis will be
extremely authoritarian.
Starting with the economic collapse of Argentina in 2001,
factory occupations and self-managed industrial production
and exchange have returned to the radical landscape in an
important way. In the wake of the current worldwide economic crisis, a wave of factory struggles including worker
occupations have spread around the world, including the
US, the UK, South Korea and numerous countries in Eastern
Europe. Such struggles are largely defensive, related to
redundancy conditions, rather than proposing a new model
of ownership, production and control, and are still on a very
small scale. Notably, the Detroit car factories have virtual
ly been left to go under, rather than being taken over by
workers and communities (and, for instance, converted into
renewable energy production plants). Yet, even the head of
the United Autoworkers Union made a fleeting and cautious
reference to worker occupation of the plants, albeit way too
little, way too late. Yet, this is a rhetoric that has not been
used in such places for many decades. In the days in which
this article is being written, sacked workers have occupied
a wind turbine blade manufacturing plant in the UK, to
defend their jobs in the face of closure of the plant. Their
demands have included nationalization of the plant, and
their supporters have proposed turning it into a workerowned cooperative. This is in a sector that supposedly is
the new growth sector that will save the economy and, we
are told, also the planet. On the other hand, in South Korea,
800 workers occupied a closing car factory for over 8 weeks,

using armed self-defence in their attempt to maintain control of the factory against the huge numbers of riot police.
Both factories are in the process of being evicted as this
article is being written. These are small processes, and
still somewhat orientated towards defensive aims rather
than really proposing a fully-fledged agenda of self-management. Nonetheless, they are of immense importance.
However, the stark reality is that we are still very far from
bringing about the kind of change in relations between
production and consumption, which is needed both to
ensure a decent quality of life for the world’s inhabitants
and to solve the climate/energy crisis. It may in fact never
happen that we are in a position to do so. However, if we
are even to imagine avoiding a socially and ecologically
disastrous process of enforced change, it will be important
to at least pose the question as to how this might come
about. Until we face up to this, our efforts at wider social
and ecological change are likely to go nowhere. The task
of collectively taking over the key means of production and
subsistence and of decommodifying the major productive
and reproductive processes is immense. We are certainly
not ready for the task at the moment. However, what is both
possible and long overdue is to at least take some initial
steps to deepen a long term strategic debate about how,
and for what purposes, wealth is produced and distributed
in society and how people’s subsistence needs are met.
Through a process of debate, we will hopefully be able to
slowly develop collective interventions that contribute to
these goals so that in the medium term, as the economic
and ecological crises deepen, we might then be able to do
what is not possible now and collectively plan the process
of production and consumption, based on a clear process
of class struggle that bring together workers (both waged
and unwaged) across the hierarchically divided worldwide
division of labour. This will already be an important step
towards bringing about a profound democratization of how
wealth is produced and distributed throughout society.
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THE
HIDDEN
FLOW
EXCHANGE
PROJECT

—>
A page from the Wuppertal Institute material intensity table,
which was used in the project.
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The Hidden Flow Exchange Project displayed at HEAVEN – a process room for art production, located in a former garage at Hornstulls strand in Stockholm during
the art and poetry festival Swinging with Neighbours. The Hidden Flow Currency was viable in the exchange shop, which was equipped as any shop with a counter,
shelves, a clothes press etc. All equipment was borrowed from a store dealing in second-hand furniture for shops. In order to buy, people had to bring goods,
which was exchanged for Hidden Flow Currency. The exchanged items were then added to the stock. The result was a swap-shop reminiscent of a flea market.
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Art student Karisha Salazar was invited to hold a workshop in assemblage, a sculpture technique that can be used to question a product’s function as well as
extend its life cycle. Items from he Hidden Flow Exchange Shop were used as material for the workshop. At the end of the project, everything that was left over
was donated to Salazar’s workshop and the furniture was returned to the second-hand store.
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The Hidden Flow Exchange Project was based on the
notion of the “ecological rucksack”, a concept employed by the Wuppertal Institute for Climate, Environment and Energy. The ecological rucksack signifies
collected material intensity: all the material, fuel and
transport services that were used when the material
or product was manufactured. We invented a currency
called Hidden Flow Currency based on this notion.
At our premises in Roarsvej in Copenhagen, we ran
an exchange shop where this currency could be used.
The customers were asked to bring items that they
no longer needed or wanted, and which could be exchanged for Hidden Flow Currency. Since the material
intensity is not found in the final product and is never
introduced into the economic sphere, economists
describe it as a “hidden flow”.

waste is produced during extraction and production very
interesting. We reckoned that people generally consider
refuse to be what they produce when they throw things
away in the dustbin.

We appropriated this terminology as a comment on the
economists’ narrow perspective. We found the term quite
ironic since people who live in the South, where the vast
majority of all the extraction and production in the world is
based, the processes of material flows must be experienced
as anything but hidden! The production processes, on the
other hand, often have a clearly visible and devastating
impact on the environment, as well as causing health
consequences for people living in the affected areas.

For information on the implementation of analyses according to the MI
and MIPS concept (Material Input per Service Unit is a measure developed
at the Wuppertal Institute in order to estimate the environmental impact
caused by a product and serves as an indicator of precautionary environmental protection) see www.mips-online.info (2009/06/23).

We wanted to show that the amount of waste produced by
consumers is tiny compared to the enormous volumes
generated by the manufacturing process. The Hidden Flow
Project was intended to function on a pedagogical as well
on an operative level. The objective was to consider different
value systems and question the fact that these are pre
dominantly based on economical calculations. Furthermore,
the project promoted the recycling of goods, thus contributing
to the re-use of products as well as extending their lifetime.
In so doing, it also aspired to raise awareness about environmental issues aimed at constructive forms of optimization.

In 2005, the project was carried out as part of the group show
Capital (it fails us now) at Unge Kunstneres Samfund (UKS)
in Oslo.
Throughout the Capital show, the items – i.e. catalogues, books,
magazines etc. – for sale at UKS could no longer be purchased
with Norwegian crowns, only with Hidden Flow Currency.

Occasionally, we ran the Hidden Flow Exchange Project at
other venues. We did an exhibition at the Sparwasser HQ
(Berlin) in the summer of 2004 together with Annika Lundgren
and her Power and Illumination Project. On this occasion,
we installed a Hidden Flow Exchange Shop, using Euro-crates
in which goods is transported worldwide. We also presented
the Swop Interview Archive as a local and ongoing project.
During the exhibition period we made and displayed interviews with various groups engaged in exchange rings
throughout Berlin. The Hidden Flow Exchange Shop was
open for the duration of the show, and visitors were asked
to bring items to be exchanged for Hidden Flow Currency.
Each item’s value was based on its ecological rucksack,
which was calculated by weight and data taken from the
Wuppertal material intensity lists. First, the material
and weight of each new item was determined, then its ecological rucksack was estimated by consulting the Wuppertal
material intensity table, which provided data on the material
intensity of different materials as well as fuel consumption
and transport requirements. The exchanged item was
marked with a “price tag” displaying the item’s ecological
rucksack and added to the stock of the shop where it could
be purchased with Hidden Flow Currency, which was the only
accepted currency throughout the exhibition. Here is an
example: A person that handed in a t-shirt that weighed
0.23 kg received Hidden Flow Currency to the value of
1,544 kg, which is the sum of the raw material, water and
air used during the manufacturing process according to the
material intensity table. In this context it is important to
stress that materials, fuel, transport, etc. can only be
properly assessed within the framework of real conditions,
for example in products. This is why data expressed in
”kilogram of a given material” is not suitable for making
recommendations for or against a specific material, fuel
consumption, etc. Nevertheless, we found the way this
method of calculation reveals what a huge amount of
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STORY SPACE
ON GIFT
ECONOMIES

Story Space on Gift Economies was made in collaboration with self-organised groups in Utrecht working
on gift economies. The project took place in Utrecht
in 2006, in collaboration with Casco – Office for Art,
Design and Theory. Story Space on Gift Economies
focused on gift economies and distribution networks.
The project took the form of collaborative workshops,
discussions, distribution of the free newspaper Gratis
and a gleaning tour where we collected, cooked and
distributed free food.

The groups participating in the project were:
Weggeffwinkle/The Give Away Shop
PUSCII (Progressive Utrecht Subversive Centre for Information Exchange)
The Open Internet Radio
Free East Timor Foundation
Food Not Bombs
ACU Cooperative Culturalhouse
The squatted ecological farm Sproutesbouderai

During spring 2006, we met with a number of self-organised
Utrecht-based groups working with gift economies and
alternative models of exchange and distribution. We began
compiling an archive of video-filmed conversations representing the different stories of these groups: Why do they
exist? What motivates them? What are their goals? These
were some of the questions we asked. The filmed material
plus a programme including workshops and discussions
with the groups concerned was subsequently used in the
collaborative production of a Wiki site (www.swopnetwork.dk/
digitalstoryspace). Moreover, these ideas and issues were
published and disseminated to a wider audience in the
free newspaper Gratis. With great help from volunteers, the
newspaper was distributed in the streets of Utrecht together
with an invitation to join the launch party the same day.
In collaboration with the local Food Not Bombs group, we
conducted a gleaning tour during which we collected groceries that would otherwise have gone to waste. The groceries
were made into a dinner for the public launch party that
took place in front of Casco.
The free newspaper Gratis was handed out. It was based
on other free newspapers such as Metro and Spits, but did
not contain any advertising. It was produced as an attempt
to highlight gift economies as alternatives to the dominant
economy. While Metro, Spits and other similar newspapers
are also given away for free, there is an obvious difference
in motivation when it comes to the activities of some of
the groups involved in this project. It could be argued that
these free newspapers are commercialising the distribution
of information and watering down political standpoints and
the public debate, which is the direct opposite of the projects and initiatives represented in Gratis. The paper looked
at the way alternative systems of distribution for material
goods, information and services are structured, what constitutes them and what they represent. For example, by giving
everything away, the Give Away Shop positions itself outside
of the dominant profit-based system. Food Not Bombs is
based on voluntary work: collecting leftover food and
“recycling” it into fine meals that are handed out for free.
These kinds of activities are meeting points where participation is a primary good in itself. We were interested in
the way these alternative models are able to alter existing
relationships and in the effects, or goals, of recycling and
reusing resources.

—>
The Story Space on Gift Economies project comprised four parts:
Video recorded interviews, The Digital Story Space,
The free newspaper Gratis, Gleaning tour and public dinner.
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STORY SPACE ON GIFT ECONOMIES
AT CASCO
BY EMILY PETHICK, FORMER DIRECTOR OF CASCO

When I was working at Casco, the Office for Art,
Design and Theory in Utrecht, I began to think about
how institutions can learn and evolve through their
activities, especially when collaborating with artists.
This thinking lead out of reflecting upon some of the
early projects we produced such as Andrea Creutz’s
and Lise Skou’s Story Space on Gift Economies.
As a newcomer to Utrecht, my initial approach to the
programme was to find a way of getting to know the
city (and for people in the city of getting to know
Casco) through our activities. Casco had existed for
15 years and had carried out many projects in the
public realm, but it was still relatively unknown to the
majority of the city’s residents. Rather than trying
to remedy this through marketing campaigns, we
began to work with projects that created gateways to
the city and formed relationships with individuals and
communities by talking to people. As there was not a
large natural local audience for our projects, it made
sense to find ways to involve people as a means of
building new relationships around the space.
Casco had a well-established working method by which a
project could take any form – be it a publication, an event,
exhibition or discussion – and we began to take this further
by working in a very open way in which projects were given
different publicly visible stages of development, and by finding
ways of creating various forms of exchange within the city.
At the time I was also interested in whether a small institution like Casco could act as a test site for ideas and whether
it could act as an active agent, which practiced and tested
these ideas rather than just showing things. I was particularly
interested in alternative ecological and economic models
as ways of constructing a social, political and ethical
stance for the organization in relation to its focal points
– art, design, theory and research – that would take it beyond
the somewhat standard, neutral and autonomous position
of many art institutions. We did not succeed in taking these
things into full operation, but we did develop projects that
acted as hypothetical proposals for the institution, for
example Annika Lundgren’s Power and Illumination project
where we worked with two engineering students on a
system for charging car batteries through spinning bikes
at a local fitness centre as a model for how Casco might
make use of alternative energy sources.
Creutz’s and Skou’s Story Space on Gift Economies similarly
generated proposals for alternative economic models by
looking into various economies that were being operated by
people in the city, with a special focus on gift economies.
It was possible to find many alternative organisational models
and examples of ways of assuming an active position in
society outside of commercial or institutional spheres.
The interviews they conducted revealed a number of perspectives on the role of gift economies in the city and how
these were perceived. Initiatives including the Weggeefwinkel – a give-away shop and squat, previously located in a
former shop next to the railway station – demonstrated their
commitment to helping homeless or unemployed people by

providing a day centre where they were given free tea and
coffee, and access to the internet. However, they felt as if
they were sometimes perceived as “lazy” squatters.
The group highlighted how their own function as a non-profit,
self-organised community space contrasted with the way that
commercialization of public space in the city creates a
public sphere of exclusivity, which makes it difficult to find
places where you can spend time but not money.
You could say that Casco too, by being a non-profit space,
is an example of a place where access is free, where you
can spend time without spending money, however there are
other kinds of barriers preventing those who are unfamiliar
with contemporary art from coming in.
The free newspaper Gratis contained many of the stories
that were gathered by Creutz and Skou during their research.
It was distributed by hand all over the city in conjunction
with a free food event organised in collaboration with the
Utrecht-based group Food Not Bombs. FNB recycle food
left over from supermarkets and other shops that would
otherwise go to waste. They cook and distribute free meals
in order to make a statement about over-production and
over-consumption and challenge the dominant economy of
monetary exchange. For the free food event, the front of
the premises was opened up to the street and some ten or
fifteen volunteers – from people who had turned up during
the projects to artists, students and Casco staff – gathered in the late afternoon to prepare and serve the food
together. Those who came along included people that had
been invited via a network that had been established during
the work on the newspaper, art world visitors and casual
passers-by. The heterogeneous group that came together
may never otherwise have worked or eaten together. On this
occasion, Casco was visibly more open and approachable,
which resulted in an unusual meeting place for people that
came from different backgrounds.

Through their Story Space on Gift Economies, Creutz and
Skou also attempted to negotiate this terrain between
practice theory, and activism and art, not only by attempting
to position these practices in relation to one-another and
to build a contextual and theoretical framework around
them, but also to try and connect these practices to their
own function as a self-organised artist-collective. Out of
the project arose a set of convivial relationships in which
the different parties involved were open to exchange and to
reflecting on each other’s respective ideas. When it comes
to Casco, it also created an allegiance between what the
group does and other modes of thinking and doing that
were at play in the city. The knowledge gathered during the
project, and the friendships that were formed, fed into many
other projects that Casco realized. Over time, and through
new projects with artists, this way of working began to build
tighter, layered relationships between Casco and its immediate context in the city. These non-standard connections
enabled new constellations to form around the space with a
potential to shape activities and lead it in different directions.

After Story Space on Gift Economies, Casco continued to
work with Food Not Bombs on a number of occasions, producing food for events. We supported them by paying them
a fee that was channelled back into their organization and
they provided us with good, affordable meals made by using
discarded food from shops. They also contributed a certain
ideological standpoint that corresponded with the events.
Examples include the Camp for Oppositional Architecture,
organised by the Berlin-based collective AnArchitektur, which
looked at ways of building theories about architectural
resistance, and the launch of Luca Frei’s book The So-Called
Utopia of the Centre Beaubourg, the first English translation
of a 1976 novel by Swiss sociologist Albert Meister that
imagines 50 floors dedicated to a self-organised alternative culture situated beneath the Centre Pompidou in Paris.
Both projects investigated alternative social and economic
models and forms of self-organization, but from a hypothetical and theoretical point of view. While there were shared
interests between these projects and the activities of FNB,
the juxtaposition of the two also raised clear distinctions
between the more cerebral approaches of the projects that
theorised forms of self-organization and oppositional practice, and the more direct actions of the FNB. This revealed
a disjunction between practice and theory and very different
approaches to micro-politics which came to complicate
issues on either side.
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GIVE AWAY IN
CIRCULATION

—>
Give Away in Circulation was reproduced from:
Open – Cahier on Art and the Public Domain, 2007/No.12
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RELATIONAL ECONOMIES
BY KATARINA STENBECK (TRANSLATION MORTEN VISBY)

As opposed to standard business practice, the Give
Away Shop is a store in which everything is free.
In connection with their project Swop Projects, the
artists Andrea Creutz and Lise Skou have arranged
several different versions of these Give Away Shops
at exhibition venues in Århus, Stockholm and Berlin.
The shops offer a wide range of goods such as books,
pots, pans and clothes, donated by the users of the
shops. In addition to the usual stuff from the back of
people’s cupboards, a variant of the Give Away Shop
in Århus offered a toolbox of ideas that was also given
away for free. Skou and Creutz had invited a series
of people to contribute suggestions as to how the
dominant economic structures and intellectual rights
can be challenged by alternative distribution methods
for goods as well as information. These suggestions
took the form of sketches and texts and contained
instructions for a composting system, an exchange
forum for artists, a guide on how to collect food discarded by restaurants and a manual on local radio
production among other things. As well as functioning
as a free recycling centre, the shop and thus the art
institution served as a sort of file sharing resource:
a free distributor of visions and models for
non-monetary economies.
Andrea Creutz’s and Lise Skou’s Swop Projects is a series
of investigations into alternative economies, which have
been manifested through various activities, including the
temporary shops mentioned above, some of them operating
with their own exchange currencies, an interview archive
and a free newspaper with information on unconventional
ways to distribute goods, services and ideas. This focus
inscribes Creutz and Skou in a particular area of nonmonetary economic structures such as gift and exchange
economies and alternative ways to distribute knowledge
and goods differing from those prescribed by capitalism’s
profit-based logic. Many examples of projects concerned with
this area can be found in the field of art, although they use
other methods and modes of expression. An older project
that bears some resemblance to Swop Projects is the
American activist and performance group, the San Francisco
Diggers, which was an important part of the 1960s counterculture. Like Swop Projects, the Diggers were preoccupied
with ways of organising communities and societies that
were not based on the laws of intellectual rights or private
property. They carried out spectacular happenings and anarchist actions in urban spaces through which they articulated
their ultimatums and radical demands for a non-monetary
society based on the free exchange of goods and services.
The Diggers used the city of San Francisco as the setting
for their happenings, including street theatre, daily distributions of free food in the city’s parks and the establishment
of Free Stores in which everything was free. Their visions of
a society based on non-capitalist economic and ideological
structures were disseminated through the free newspaper
The Post-Comparative Game of a Free City. Swop Projects
share some similar traits with the Diggers, but are markedly
different positioned. Whereas the Diggers saw a point in
being explicitly unreasonable in their demands and public

actions, Andrea Creutz and Lise Skou are more investigative
in their critique of the prevailing structure of society.
The project clearly articulates distrust of existing economic
and social relations, but this distrust is not formulated as an
ultimatum demanding the total termination of the system.
Swop Projects, then, does not seek a total dismemberment
of the established order of society, but rather investigates
how alternative organisational models can be operationalized
on a smaller scale. Skou and Creutz base their work on the
belief that there is a considerable potential for change in
unconventional structures that makes itself felt in smaller
contexts. It has less to do with the grand revolutionary
gesture and dismantling the dominant economic structure,
than with establishing and examining parallel sequences.
Therefore, the project is characterised by exploration rather
than the articulation of explicitly political statements.
Skou’s and Creutz’s method is to investigate different
professional areas and the contexts in which they unfold
in order to find new ways to conceive and understand
economic structures and possibilities. Central to this is
that the project is not aimed at a particular goal. What is
essential is rather the process itself in connection to the
various formats that are tested. Therefore, Swop Projects
revolves around the specific situations and social relations
that are established in the process. The artists consider
the projects’ various activities as special meeting places
where propositions, ideas and points of view are exchanged
between groups sharing a common interest. Thus, these
meeting places constitute each project’s actual resource.
In this way, Swop Projects positions itself in a field of practice
where the artistic material is constituted by co-operation,
exchange and the social aspects of a particular area. In its
strategies, modes of expression and formats, this kind of
artistic practice is significantly different positioned from
the traditional object-based concept of art as well as the
possibilities inherent in the art institution as a framework
for its presentation. Especially since the late 1990s, it has
been attempted to pin down and theorize this practice as,
for example, context art, interventionist art, dialogue art
and relational aesthetics. Generally speaking, this relatively
diverse field of practices consists of producers of socially
and politically committed projects that negate dichotomies
in which art is opposed to other spheres of reality and seek
to eliminate precisely the boundaries between art and
everyday life. The many terms used to describe these practices testify to the heterogeneity characterising the field.
Not all these definitions are equally relevant to Swop Projects,
but they do say something about the considerations that
underlie the kind of art practice into which the project can
be inscribed. Nicolas Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics
constitutes a significant and contested contribution to the
debate on this aspect of contemporary art. Bourriaud
describes relational aesthetics as a form of practice
characterised by interventions in the world and the creation
of models rather than images of it. Human relations form
the artistic material for these artistic practices, which,
according to Bourriaud, constitute a kind of “meeting mode”
enabling the social interaction and the dialogue that have
become impossible in the world of Postmodern capitalism.
However, Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics is largely restricted
to art institutional space and is primarily a symbol, rather
than an actual unfolding, of an exchange between work and
viewer. As opposed to the artists and projects that Bourriaud
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revolves around, Creutz’s and Skou’s Swop Projects are
characterised precisely by the commitment to activities that
occur within particular environments and discourses beyond
or in parallel to the space of art. In Swop Projects, the relational aspect is not limited to a symbolic gesture in the encounter between work and viewer, but rather constitutive of
the core process of the project. Another significant difference
is the activist dimension at play in Swop Projects. Several
of the formats and modes of expression employed by Skou
and Creutz share an activist idiom. Unlike Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics, they are closer related to political actions
and counter-culture tactics than to art-specific references.
Swop Projects, then, is based on a concept of art that
shares characteristics with relational aesthetics, but involves formats and methods that bring entirely other elements into play than what is possible within the framework
of relational aesthetics, being confined to an art-specific
discourse. Indeed, the project places itself at the more politicized end of the spectrum of contemporary art, and when
Skou and Creutz are interested in alternative economic models, they are concerned with the transformative potential
and the possibilities of influencing interhuman relations
and exchanges in a wider sense. The various types of
exchanges of information, ideas and alternative ways to
organize communities initiated by the project could be seen
as a probing of potentials and as an attempt to set up
spaces for experimental action. You might say that Swop
Projects insists on engaging in a kind of critical production
of reality. It is an attempt to act in a political climate where
all available possibilities seem to be caught within a narrow
range of choices and any kind of real social change immediately is relegated to the domain of utopia. Skou and Creutz
seek to map some of the structures we take for granted;
structures that are part of determining the conditions of
human interaction. The project highlights one of the
relationships that we seldom question in our everyday life,
i.e. the connection between community and the exchange
of goods, services and ideas. In Western capitalist culture,
the prevalent exchange relations are naturalised to the
point where we rarely consider the connection between
social relations and economies. This connection, however,
becomes evident when the exchange concerns gifts and
cultural norms prescribe us how to act within this economy.
As demonstrated by the French anthropologist Marcel
Mauss in his thesis on gift economies, the idea of a ”free”
gift is not meaningful in a community perspective. A gift
that is not bound by the social convention of reciprocity
does not create social ties, and it is precisely these ties
that bring about the kind of solidarity that helps establish
a deeper social cohesion between people.

Swop Projects launched Give Away Shops regularly at rum46 in Aarhus, Denmark. Because the Give Away Shop relied on the generosity of those who used it,
we could provide homemade soup, clothes, books, events, etc. free of charge. On these occasions we also asked visitors to sketch ideas for strategies
subverting or overcoming the subjugations of everyday life. The contributed ideas and visions were made available for copying, inspiration and use.
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Creutz’s and Skou’s focus on the potential for change in
alternative economies, then, involves more than just a
critique of capitalism’s monetary economy. It also concerns
capitalism as a universal ideology and its implications for
human organisational forms, relations and daily life. Focussing on unconventional models of exchange and distribution
makes it possible to add new dimensions to concepts such
as sociality and community – and hence to form new ideas
of how to arrange the societies we live in.
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